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Abstract—This paper proposes a two-step approach to evaluate
reactive power reserves with respect to operating constraints
and voltage stability for a set of postulated operating scenarios.
The first step determines the minimum overall needed reactive
power reserves of generators such that the system withstands,
from a static viewpoint, any postulated scenario. This problem
is formulated as a security constrained optimal power flow
(SCOPF) which includes operating constraints relative to all
postulated scenarios. Particular attention is paid to the techniques
aimed to reduce the large size of the SCOPF problem. The second
step determines additional reserves to ensure voltage stability of
scenarios for which, when modeling dynamic system behaviour,
the reserves obtained by SCOPF are insufficient. These reserves
are computed using a heuristic technique which relies on dynamic
simulation. Numerical results on four test systems of 60, 118, 618,
and 1203 buses support the interest of the approach.
Index Terms—optimal power flow, reactive power reserves,
security constrained optimal power flow, voltage stability
I. INTRODUCTION
THE main role of reactive power reserves is to supportthe voltage profile in response to various disturbances
and thereby to enable secure system operation. Maintaining
adequate and properly located reactive power reserves is an
essential condition in order to avoid: voltage instability [1]–
[3], angle instability [1], and abnormal voltages.
A feature of reactive power is that it cannot be transmitted
over long distances. For instance, even if the generator has
a large reserve with respect to its physical limit, its effective
ability to help for remote disturbances may be limited.
The evaluation of reactive power support and reserves has
gained even more attention within the context of unbundling
of generation and transmission [4]–[10]. Provision of reactive
power reserve is an ancillary service that has to be valuated and
paid accordingly. The value of this service must be assessed
with respect to its capability of helping the system to face
various operating scenarios (e.g. outages, different load levels).
A lot of work has been devoted to valuating the reactive
power support [4]–[10] while comparatively less efforts have
been made for evaluating reactive power reserves [10]–[19].
The reactive power reserves requirements have been mainly
investigated in the context of voltage stability [10]–[18], most
approaches using static models, unless [14], [15].
Ref. [10] proposes an “equivalent reactive compensation”
method to valuate the reactive power support and reserves.
It consists of adding fictitious synchronous condensers at
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selected load buses, and switching all reactive sources under
constant power. The value of a generator reactive reserve
is computed by a weighted sum combining the value of
the reserve in various contingencies. The proper location of
the synchronous condensers is a key step in order to obtain
meaningful results. Ref. [11] monitors reactive power margins
on pre-defined voltage control areas in order to assess the
voltage profile quality. The margin is computed as the differ-
ence between the individual reserves of generators within an
area and the additional reactive generation needed to maintain
acceptable voltage levels after any given contingency. Ref. [12]
relies on the notion of “reactive reserve basin” of an area
which is defined as the sum of the reactive reserves exhausted
at the minimum of the VQ curve [2], [3] relative to any
bus of the area. The percentage of basin reactive reserve
remaining after a disturbance is used as a measure of proximity
to voltage instability. Ref. [13] proposes two methods for
determining the “effective” reactive reserve of an area. The
former method computes the reserve as the sum of individual
reserves of the generators under limit at the minimum of the
VQ curve relative to a bus or an area. The latter approach
computes an effective power reserve as the weighted sum of
individual reserves; the weights are based on sensitivities of
generator reactive outputs to reactive loads. Ref. [14] monitors
the effective reactive reserve defined as the difference between
the maximum reactive power provided by generators in the
marginally stable scenario relative to a contingency and their
current reactive power output. The system operator is alerted as
soon as, for a contingency, the effective reserve approaches the
minimum reactive reserve, defined as the generators response
to the contingency in the marginally stable scenario. Ref. [15]
proposes a reactive reserve management scheme based on
multi-objective optimal power flow in order to meet reactive
power demands during voltage emergencies. The management
scheme uses participation factors for each generator which
are determined based on the VQ curves. Ref. [16] derives, at
the nose of PV curves, constraints on reactive power reserve
requirements, and include them in a SCOPF which aims to
enhance voltage stability margins. Ref. [17] examines by a
regression model the nonlinear relation between the reactive
power reserves and both voltage stability margins and voltage
limits. Ref [18] discusses several issues related to the reactive
reserves as seen from both load and generation side.
Reactive power reserves have been also examined in the
context of operating constraints satisfaction (e.g. voltage lim-
its) [10], [17], [19]. Ref. [19] includes the evaluation of
reactive reserves in a more general context of long-term Var
sources planning. The problem is formulated as a SCOPF, in-
2cludes several pre-defined contingencies, and is solved relying
on sensitivity-based linearizations of the original problem.
The main contributions of this paper are:
• a new approach to assess reactive power reserves relying
on SCOPF and dynamic simulation is proposed;
• the reactive power reserves are evaluated with respect to
both operating limits and voltage stability;
• techniques to reduce the size of the SCOPF are proposed.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
(resp. III) describes the first (resp. second) step of the proposed
approach. Section IV presents the overall algorithm of the
approach. Section V yields extensive numerical results with
the approach and Section VII concludes.
II. STEP 1: DETERMINING OPTIMAL NEEDED REACTIVE
POWER RESERVES SATISFYING OPERATING CONSTRAINTS
A. Principle and assumptions
The first step of the proposed approach computes the
minimum overall needed reactive power reserve (MONRPR)
of generators, and its share among them, such that the system
responds (from a static viewpoint) in an acceptable way to
any postulated operating scenario1, i.e. a steady-state exists
and operating constraints (e.g. limits on voltages and currents)
are met. This approach is called MONRPR in the sequel.
The assessment of reactive reserves takes place after the ac-
tive/reactive power dispatch has been performed [25], ensuring
thereby that operating constraints are met in all scenarios.
This approach focuses on the evaluation of reserves in
the reactive power production mode but can be likewise
formulated for the absorption mode.
Let B, G, and S denote the set of: buses, generators, and
postulated operating scenarios, and with |B|, |G|, and |S| the
size of these sets, respectively.
Let scenario s = 0 denote the base case, i.e. the system state
forecasted for a given period of time of the next day (e.g. the
base case may stem from the reactive power dispatch).
Let Qsgi denote the reactive power output of generator i in






where Qmingi and Qmaxgi are physical reactive power limits2.
In the proposed approach a new variable ROCgi , independent
of the operating scenario, is defined for each generator i ∈
G to model its needed reactive reserve to satisfy operating
constraints (OC) for all scenarios. ROCgi obeys the constraints:





Q0gi being the reactive power of generator i in the base case.








1An operating scenario may include: contingencies (i.e. transmission or
generation equipments outages), different load/generation dispatch, or both.
2They should reflect the limits imposed in the generator field current [3].
This work assumes constant reactive power limits (Qmingi and Qmaxgi ) although
they depend on generator’ terminal voltage and active power.
The proposed approach looks for the values of reactive
reserves ROCgi ’s which minimize the overall needed reactive
power reserves of generators, or maximize the overall (useless












while satisfying operating constraints for all scenarios s ∈ S.
The evaluation of reactive reserves requires properly mod-
eling the three modes of generators operation [3], [20]:





gi and V sgi = V
imp
gi ;
2) in over-excitation mode, satisfying the constraints:
Qsgi = Q
max
gi and V sgi ≤ V
imp
gi ;
3) in under-excitation mode, satisfying the constraints:
Qsgi = Q
min
gi and V sgi ≥ V
imp
gi .
A drawback of the classical SCOPF is that it does not
model the switch between generator modes, which would
dramatically affect the robustness of nonlinear programming
solvers, the generator being modeled by constraints (1) and
assuming that its voltage is maintained at an imposed value:
V sgi = V
imp
gi , i ∈ G, s ∈ S. (5)
Note that if a classical SCOPF program is used to optimize
the objective (4) and includes, beside typical operating con-
straints, the constraints (2), (3), and (5), then at the solution
the reactive reserve of each generator is merely the maximum
reactive power response of the generator over all scenarios.
Clearly, the same reactive reserves3 can be obtained in a
much simpler way i.e. by merely simulating all postulated
scenarios by a power flow program and taking the maximum
reactive power response (MRPR) of each generator over all
scenarios. This approach is called MRPR in the sequel.
An appealing solution consists in handling in the SCOPF
the generator status switch between these modes by comple-
mentarity constraints [20], transforming the problem into a
mathematical program with equilibrium constraints (MPEC).
The complementarity constraints modeling the behaviour of
generator i in any scenario s ∈ S can be expressed as4:








gi) ≥ 0, (6)
the operator⊥ denoting the complementarity of two quantities.
Note that, in order to separate needed and useless generator
reserves, constraint (6) enables the generator i to enter in over-
excitation mode for any value of the reserve ROCgi , and hence
possibly before the generator reaches its physical reactive
power limit, provided that the objective (4) is improved.
MPEC solvers behave well for OPF problems modeling
a small number of complementarity constraints [20] but en-
counter reliability problems as the number of complementarity
constraints grows [21]. Hence the reliable handling of a large
number of complementarity constraints, as required by the
3Provided that no generator reaches its reactive power limit switching
thereby its status from a PV bus to a PQ bus.
4As the focus is on the reactive reserves in production mode the com-
plementarity constraints modeling the under-excitation mode are neglected.
This is a fair assumption because operating scenarios are generally severe
and hence most generators react by producing more reactive power.
3proposed approach in real-life systems5, has to be proven. For
these reasons OPF problems with complementarity constraints
are genrally tackled by heuristics [9].
In the proposed approach the complementarity constraints
(6) are replaced with the following weaker constraints that






V sgi ≤ V
imp
gi , (8)
where ROCgi obeys constraints (2).
Note that, although constraints (7)-(8) do not capture the
generator behaviour under voltage control (since if Qsgi <
Q0gi+R
OC
gi holds does not guarantee that the free variable V sgi
tends to V impgi ), fortunately this generator mode is naturally
met6 at optimum. This is due to the larger the generator voltage
V sgi, the larger the generator reactive power output, the smaller
the reactive power losses, the smaller the generators reactive
power response in a scenario and hence the smaller the needed
reserves. Extensive tests with the proposed SCOPF confirm
this observation, further details being provided in section V-E.
B. MONRPR approach formulation as a SCOPF
The SCOPF model of the approach is described hereafter.
1) Objective function: minimize the overall needed reactive








2) Control variables: the needed reactive reserves of gen-
erators ROCgi , i ∈ G and the generators voltages V sgi, i ∈ G, s ∈
S \ {0} for all postulated scenarios unless the base case.
3) Constraints: Equality constraints encompass the active
and reactive power flow equations, written for each bus i ∈ B
and for each postulated operating scenario s ∈ S:





























j ) = 0, (11)
where, in scenario s, P sgi (resp. Qsgi) is the active (resp.
reactive) power generated at bus i, P sli (resp. Qsli) is the active
(resp. reactive) load at bus i, P sij (resp. Qsij) is the active (resp.
reactive) power flow between buses i and j, Bsi is the set of
buses directly connected to bus i, and V si (resp. θsi ) is the
voltage magnitude (resp. angle) at bus i.
Generator terminal voltages are imposed7 in the base case
(e.g. at values agreed with the TSO and/or at optimal values
stemming from reactive power dispatch):
V 0gi = V
imp
gi . (12)
5The adequate modeling of generator voltage control mechanism leads to
include 2× |G| × |S| complementarity constraints in the SCOPF.
6Incidentally this behaviour also appears when computing loadability
margins by OPF if complementarity constraints 0 ≤ (Qmaxgi − Qsgi) ⊥
(V impgi − V
s
gi) ≥ 0 [20] are replaced by the constraints (1) and (8).
7Due to the nature of the objective, even if voltages are modeled as V 0gi ≤
V
imp









Fig. 1. Intuitive view of the SCOPF solution for a binding scenario.
Inequality constraints in each scenario s ∈ S include:









j ) ≤ I
max
ij , (13)
voltage magnitude limits at non-generator bus i ∈ B \ G:





voltage magnitude limits at generator i ∈ G, s ∈ S \ {0}:





allowing generators to enter in over-excitation mode enabling
the optimization process to identify useless physical reserves;













and limits on the needed reactive reserve of generator i ∈ G:






Although the approach focuses on technical aspects of reac-
tive reserves it can be easily extended to a market environment,
e.g. by considering bidding costs for reserves ROCgi ’s in (9) [9].
The approach can easily incorporate mandatory reactive
power ranges (e.g. 0.95 lead to 0.95 lag power factor) [9].
Clearly, due to the control variables employed and that
it is performed after the active/reactive power dispatch, the
approach is not suitable to restore a power flow solution or to
remove violated limits in a scenario.
Slower reactive power controls (e.g. shunt devices and
transformers taps) are not considered in optimization since
they are generally set in the reactive power dispatch.
D. Relation between the SCOPF solution and voltage stability
Figure 1 provides an intuitive view by means of PV curves
of the solution obtained by the proposed SCOPF for any
binding scenario, neglecting voltage limits. The PV curve
C0 (resp. C1) corresponds to the system operation in base
case (resp. chosen scenario) where the whole system phys-
ical reactive reserves are available. The proposed procedure
withdraws as much reactive reserve as possible, shrinking
hence the PV curve, as long as it still intersects the constant
power load characteristic P0. While “cutting” reactive re-
serves, generators are allowed to switch to the over-excitation
mode if this improves the objective. Consequently, generators
4voltages drop, as shown by curve C2. The procedure eventually
converges to the optimum, the point O, which corresponds to
the intersection between the load characteristic P0 and the PV
curves C2 and C3, where curve C3 corresponds to generators
that switch to over-excitation mode but their voltages remain at
the imposed value, i.e. both inequalities (7) and (8) are active.
The limit point O is referred to as a breaking point (or
limit induced bifurcation) and is a voltage stability limit (see
Chapter 7 pp. 258-259 [3]), further evidence being provided in
Section V-E. Therefore the SCOPF solution satisfies scenarios
voltage stability assuming a static constant power load model.
III. STEP 2: DETERMINING ADDITIONAL RESERVES TO
ENSURE VOLTAGE STABILITY
If dynamic aspects are taken into account the optimal re-
serves ROC⋆g = [R
OC⋆
g1 , . . . , R
OC⋆




SCOPF may not suffice to ensure scenarios voltage stability.
Since the nonlinear behaviour of reactive power flows in
normal operation is much more pronounced and discontinuous
in voltage unstable or marginally stable scenarios computing
in a reasonable time the optimal additional reserves to ensure
scenarios voltage stability is very challenging if not utopian.
The benchmark solution, the Monte Carlo simulation (i.e.
generate all possible combinations of generators reactive re-
serves, simulate all unstable scenarios for each such com-
bination, and taking as optimum the combination with the
least overall needed reserves which ensures scenarios voltage
stability), is extremely computationally demanding and hence
infeasible in the time allowed to evaluate reactive reserves.
Therefore, one has to rely on faster heuristic techniques
which look for a reasonable (hopefully sub-optimal) solution.
The proposed iterative procedure relies on two ideas:
• At each iteration only the reactive reserve requirements
for the worst scenario are satisfied. As a consequence,
the remaining unstable scenarios benefit of larger reserves
and hence may need smaller additional reserves.
• For a scenario the minimum overall needed reserves
corresponds to the reactive response of the generators
(considering their entire physical reserves).
Let U denote the subset of voltage unstable scenarios found
by dynamic simulation for the SCOPF-based reserves ROC⋆g .
The algorithm of this procedure applies if U 6= ∅ as follows:




2) Simulate scenarios from subset U by dynamic simulation
for the current generators reserves ROC⋆g +RV Sg .
• If no scenario leads to voltage instability then RV Sg
are the sought reserves and computation terminates.
3) Rank unstable scenarios in decreasing order of a severity
measure (e.g. the minimum unrestored load, i.e. the
smallest difference between the base case total load and
the total load recorded during the unstable trajectory).
4) Re-simulate the most severe scenario using the physical
reactive power reserves of all generators.
• Let QsDSgi denote the reactive output of generator i
in the dynamic simulation of the stable scenario s.
• If the response of generator i in scenario s is larger








then update the needed reserve for voltage stability:







• Go to step 2.
IV. OVERALL ALGORITHM OF THE PROPOSED APPROACH
A. Motivation and description of the overall algorithm
The major challenge of the proposed approach is that
the SCOPF problem (9)-(18) has an onerous size for large
systems and/or a large number of scenarios [25]. Because most
postulated scenarios do not constrain the optimum the SCOPF
is solved by an iterative algorithm which includes in the
SCOPF at each iteration only a subset of potentially binding8
scenarios, denoted by Sb. Clearly, the quick and reliable
identification of binding scenarios is essential in order to
speed up computations. Most approaches add new potentially
binding scenarios to the existing ones in set Sb as iterations
progress [22], [25]. However, this may lead to a non-negligible
size of set Sb and hence a very large size SCOPF problem.
In this work, an additional rule is used to preserve a more
tractable SCOPF size namely scenarios from Sb that have
not been binding at any SCOPF solution during algorithm
iterations are discarded, taking the potential risk to perform
new loops if those scenarios become binding at next iterations.
The proposed algorithm contains the following steps9:
1) Initialization
Assume a given operating point and a set of postulated
scenarios S with respect to which generators reactive
reserves are evaluated.
Save the original generators reactive power limits
Qmax0gi ← Q
max
gi , i ∈ G.
Let Sb ← ∅.
2) Security analysis (SA)
Simulate by a power flow with optimal multiplier
(PFOM) program (see section IV-B) each scenario
s ∈ S \ Sb, taking into account the current values of
generators reactive power limits Qmaxgi , i ∈ G.
3) Termination criterion for SCOPF-based reserves
If Sb = ∅ go to the next step.
If for the current values of reactive reserves any scenario
s ∈ S has a power flow solution and operating con-
straints are met, then ROC⋆g are the optimal values of
the reactive reserves satisfying operational constraints;
go to step 6.
4) Scenarios filtering (SF)
Select a subset Ss ⊂ S \ Sb of additional potentially
binding scenarios by using a three-layer scenarios filter-
ing technique (see section IV-C).
Let Sb ← Sb ∪ Ss;
5) SCOPF
8The set of the binding scenarios at the SCOPF optimum is the smallest
subset of the set S which provides the same optimum as the set S .
9The part of the algorithm related to the SCOPF differs from [22] by
techniques used for scenarios filtering and security analysis.
5• Reset generators reactive power limits to their orig-
inal values Qmaxgi ← Qmax 0gi , i ∈ G.
• Solve the SCOPF (9)-(18) by including, besides
base case constraints, only the constraints relative
to the scenarios for the subset Sb.
• Let ROC⋆g = [ROC⋆g1 , . . . , ROC⋆gi , . . . , ROC⋆g|G| ]
T de-
note the optimal values of the needed reactive
reserves provided by the SCOPF.





gi , i ∈ G.
• Remove form the set Sb those scenarios that have
never been binding at any iteration of the algorithm.
Go to step 2.
6) Check reserves by dynamic simulation
Check by dynamic simulation whether the SCOPF-
based reserves ROC⋆g ensure the voltage stability of all
postulated scenarios.
If all scenarios are voltage stable, ROC⋆g are the sought
optimal reserves and computation terminate. Otherwise
let subset U denote the voltage unstable scenarios.
7) Compute additional reserves to ensure voltage stability
Apply the procedure described in Section III to deter-
mine the additional reactive reserves RV Sg required to





g are the sought reactive reserves and
computations terminate.
This approach proposes to reward each generator i only for
the reactive reserve ROC⋆gi +RV Sgi .
Observe that the SA uses the reactive reserves computed by
the SCOPF, while the latter uses the physical reactive reserves.
B. Security analysis by power flow with optimal multiplier
Note that the reactive reserves ROC⋆g at an iteration of
the SCOPF algorithm may lead to cases where, for some
scenarios, there is no power flow solution or the system is
close to the loadability limit. Using power flow divergence as
static voltage instability criterion does not allow distinguishing
between these cases because divergence may result from
purely numerical problems (e.g. when many generators switch
under reactive power limit). To avoid these drawbacks as well
as to enable the rank of scenarios which have no power flow
solution the PFOM10 approach [23] is used.
C. Scenarios filtering
The algorithm uses sequentially three filters which exploits
the information provided by the SA. To address the particular
features of this SCOPF problem new filters, namely the first
and the third, are required compared to those proposed in [22].
The first filter selects all scenarios S1s ⊂ S \ Sb that do not
have a power flow solution as the most dangerous ones. These





2 + (∆Qsi )
2],
10In this approach the step-length taken in the Newton direction is adjusted
according to the optimal value of a scalar multiplier which minimizes the
sum of the square mismatches of the power flow equations. In particular the
optimal multiplier tends to zero and prevents computations divergence when
the power flow equations have no solution.
TABLE I
TEST SYSTEMS CHARACTERISTICS
system |B| |G| |C| |L| |T | |R|
Nordic32 60 23 22 57 31 12
IEEE118 118 54 91 175 11 14
618-bus 618 72 352 810 247 25
1203-bus 1203 177 767 1394 403 36
where ∆P si and ∆Qsi are the mismatches of power flow
equations (10)-(11) at bus i provided by the PFOM tool [24].
The second filter pre-selects the scenarios S2s ⊂ S \Sb \S1s
that lead to operational constraints violation according to the
constraints non-domination [22]. It ranks the scenarios from











The third filter pre-selects the scenarios S3s ⊂ S \Sb \ S1s \
S2s that lead to the largest reactive power response for each
generator, i.e. the smallest subset S3s that satisfies the property:
∀i ∈ G, ∃s ∈ S3s such that:















It ranks the scenarios from S3s according to the generators







1) Remarks: The final ranking of scenarios is performed
using the following order of subsets: S1s , S2s , and S3s .
The intuitive idea of these SIs is that the larger the index for
a scenario the higher the chances that the scenario is binding.
Note that at the first iteration of the SCOPF algorithm only
the third filter is activated since the starting point satisfies
operational constraints for all scenarios while at the subsequent
iterations the first filter has the most important role since it is
expected that many scenarios have no power flow solution.
The filtering scheme may use an additional rule that selects
only a desired number of top ranked scenarios.
The filtering scheme may take advantage of any pre-defined
reactive power areas in the system, e.g. by performing a
separate scenarios filtering in each area.
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS
A. Description of the test systems
This section presents results obtained with the proposed
approach on four test systems: a 60-bus modified variant of
the Nordic32 system (see Fig. 2) [28], the IEEE118 system
[29], and two modified old planning models of the RTE (the
French TSO) system of respectively 618 and 1203 buses.
Table I provides the main characteristics of these systems,
|B|, |G|, |C|, |L|, |T |, and |R| denoting respectively the number






















































Fig. 2. The modified Nordic32 test system.
B. Illustrative examples of MONRPR approach benefit
An illustrative comparison between MONRPR and MRPR
approaches for different types of contingencies is conducted
on the Nordic32 system (see Fig. 2).
Note that, as expected, MONRPR and MRPR approaches
provide the same results for a single scenario, i.e. the SCOPF-
based optimal reactive reserves coincide with the generators
response to the scenario obtained with a power flow program.
1) Contingencies located far away from each other: the
loss of line 4011-4071 and the loss of line 4045-4062.
The first plot of Fig. 3 displays the generators reactive power
response for each contingency. Clearly, mostly Northern (resp.
Southern) generators react to contingency 4011-4071 (resp.
4045-4062). Contingency 4011-4071 (resp. 4045-4062) needs
375 (resp. 356) MVar of reserve located on proper generators.
The MRPR approach requires 669 MVar and the MONRPR
approach needs 655 MVar, i.e. 14 MVar less. Obviously,
MRPR approach leads to conservative reactive reserves since it
disregards that a large reserve imposed by a (severe) scenario
on a generator can help some generators to maintain less
reserves in other scenarios. However, as expected, due to the
large electrical distance between the areas impacted by these
contingencies, the gain of the MONRPR approach is small.
2) Contingencies located relatively close from each other:
the loss of line 4046-4047 and the loss of line 4062-4063.
The second plot of Fig. 3 shows generators reactive power
response for each contingency. Contingency 4046-4047 has a
wider impact and requires 663 MVar while contingency 4062-
4063 solicits mostly three generators and requires 103 MVar.
TABLE II
OVERALL GENERATORS REACTIVE POWER RESERVES
case A case B
system |S| MONRPR MRPR MONRPR
(MVar) (MVar) (MVar)
Nordic32 33 1394 1764 1428
IEEE118 164 381 1526 495
618-bus 732 1787 3346 1805
1203-bus 876 1847 3074 1847
The MRPR approach needs a reserve of 726 MVar while
the MONRPR approach finds that the reserve required by
contingency 4046-4047 suffices to meet also the constraints
relative to contingency 4062-4063, although generators g19
and g20 respond significantly more for contingency 4062-4063
than for contingency 4046-4047. The MONRPR approach
leads to a significant gain (e.g. 63 MVar) of overall reactive
reserve compared to the MRPR approach.
C. Comparison between MONRPR and MRPR approaches
Table II yields the results obtained with both approaches on
four systems, where |S| is the number of postulated scenarios.
The program used to solve the SCOPF nonlinear program-
ming problems relies on the interior point method, Ref. [27]
providing a detailed description of the model and algorithm.
Reactive power reserves are evaluated in two cases:
• case A: with respect to voltage stability, adopting a static
viewpoint (see Fig. 1), by relaxing in the SCOPF the
voltage limits (14);
• case B: with respect to both voltage stability and oper-
ational limits (e.g. voltages and currents). Clearly, when
operating limits are more constraining than voltage sta-
bility the MRPR approach can not be used.
Note that the MONRPR approach leads for all systems
to a very significant reduction of the overall needed reactive
reserve compared to MRPR approach, which clearly proves the
interest of the approach. As expected, the MONRPR approach
requires larger overall reactive reserves in case B than in case
A, due to the shrink of the feasible region of the problem.
Fig. 4 shows the required reactive power reserve of each
generator obtained with both approaches in the Nordic32
system. The main gain of reactive reserves in the MONRPR
approach is obtained for the Northern generators, where the
MRPR approach allocates much larger reserves than required.
Fig. 5 indicates that, since the MONRPR approach “cuts”
the useless parts of generators physical reserves, for a binding
scenario at the SCOPF optimum the bus voltages are lower,
but still in the range, for the minimum needed reserves than
for the physical reserves of generators; voltages coincide only
for generators under voltage control in both cases.
D. Illustration of the MONRPR approach algorithm
Table III provides the size of various sets of scenarios during
SCOPF algorithm iterations in the case A. In this table S⋆b
denotes the set of binding scenarios at the SCOPF solution.
In all tests the number of selected top ranked scenarios to be
included in the SCOPF has been set to |Ss| = 5.
7Fig. 3. Needed reactive power reserves by MONRPR and MRPR approaches for two types of contingencies.
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Fig. 5. Nordic32 system: bus voltages (pu) for a binding scenario in two
cases: minimum reserves and physical reserves.
By looking at the results of Table III one can remark that:
• the number of loops of the algorithm is small (e.g. 2
iterations suffice to identify the binding scenarios at the
optimum) thanks to the filtering techniques used;
• as iterations progress more binding scenarios are identi-
fied and the objective function increases;
TABLE III
MONRPR APPROACH IN CASE A: SIZE OF THE VARIOUS SETS OF
SCENARIOS AT SUCCESSIVE ITERATIONS OF THE SCOPF ALGORITHM
iter |S \ Sb| |S1s | |S3s | |Ss| |Sb| |S⋆b | obj (MVAr) time (s)
Nordic32 system
1 33 0 14 5 5 5 1381 1.2
2 28 1 10 5 10 6 1394 1.3
3 27 0 - - - - - 0.3
IEEE118 system
1 164 0 45 5 5 3 342 7.5
2 161 14 20 5 8 5 381 10.3
3 159 0 - - - - - 3.2
618-bus system
1 732 0 41 5 5 5 1212 57.0
2 727 27 30 5 10 7 1787 69.5
3 725 0 - - - - - 45.3
1203-bus system
1 876 0 46 5 5 5 1815 173.9
2 871 5 30 5 5 6 1847 238.9
3 870 0 - - - - - 130.5
• the number of binding scenarios ranges from 5 to 7 and
hence does not depend on the system size or the number
of postulated scenarios;
8TABLE IV
RANK OF BINDING SCENARIOS AT THE SCOPF OPTIMUM BY TWO FILTERS
number of third filter first filter
binding rank without rank with SI3 rank SI1
scenario pre-selection pre-selection (MVar) (MVA)
Nordic32 system
30 1 1 663 - -
26 2 2 626 - -
21 3 3 587 - -
30 4 4 424 - -
14 5 5 375 - -
4 22 12 104 1 48
IEEE118 system
31 1 1 257 - -
86 2 2 246 - -
87 3 3 140 - -
125 12 11 70 1 21
147 24 20 49 3 14
618-bus system
207 1 1 606 - -
695 4 3 478 - -
28 5 4 470 - -
730 7 5 403 - -
514 10 8 347 1 92
680 21 15 279 5 70
677 42 18 209 2 84
1203-bus system
276 1 1 1048 - -
404 2 2 740 - -
284 3 3 587 - -
283 4 4 584 - -
155 5 5 546 - -
388 29 16 316 1 21
Table IV provides for two filters the rank and the value of
severity index of the binding scenarios at the SCOPF optimum.
1) Third filter pre-selection performance: It was noticed
that binding scenarios always lead to the maximum reactive
power response over all scenarios of at least one generator,
which justifies the use of the scenarios pre-selection within
the third filter. One can observe from Table III that this pre-
filter helps selecting a reasonable number of scenarios (subset
|S3s |) from the set of postulated scenarios. Best performance
of this pre-filter appears for the larger 1203-bus system, where
only 46 scenarios (out of 876) are pre-selected. Furthermore,
Table IV shows that the use of pre-selection leads to a better
ranking of binding scenarios according to SI3, especially low
ranked binding scenarios climbing significantly in the ranking
(e.g. thanks to this pre-filter, in the 618-bus system, scenario
677 climbs from place 42 to 18). This pre-filter also has
the ability to correctly filter out top ranked scenarios, which
reactive reserves requirements are covered by other scenarios,
e.g. as is the case of two top 7 scenarios (the second and
the sixth) in the 618-bus system. The limit of this pre-filter
performance is that the number of binding scenarios may be
at most equal11 with the number of generators.
2) Third filter ranking performance: Table IV highlights
the very good filtering ability of the third filter since most
binding scenarios are top ranked, e.g. for the Nordic32 system
and the 1203-bus system, 5 (out of 6) binding contingencies
11Assuming that each binding scenario constraints a different generator
reactive power reserve.
are ranked in the top 5. On the other hand, scenarios with
smaller but very local overall reactive power response (e.g.
scenarios 4, 677, 388 in respectively the systems Nordic32,
618-bus, and 1203-bus) are not identified by the filter at the
first iteration.
3) First filter ranking performance: Clearly, as long as
the SCOPF does not include all binding scenarios at the
optimum, the current optimal reactive reserves are insufficient
to ensure a (viable) steady-state for all scenarios. Table III
shows that at the second iteration a significant number of
scenarios (subset |S1s |) do not have a power flow solution (e.g.
27 scenarios for the 618-bus system) which justifies the use
of the PFOM technique to rank them, since a classical power
flow program diverges leaving us without any information.
Table IV shows that the SI1-based filter ranks to the top the
remaining binding scenarios at the optimum and hence allows
to accurately identify them (e.g. for the 618-bus system the
binding scenarios 514, 680, and 677 are ranked in top 4 among
the 27 scenarios, for the IEEE118 system the binding scenarios
125 and 147 are ranked in top 3 among the 14 scenario, etc.).
4) CPU times: The last column of Table III yields the CPU
times elapsed, on a PC with 1.9-GHz and 2-Gb RAM, in each
iteration of the algorithm. The three filters are extremely fast
since they combine the quantities provided by the SA (e.g. they
take together 0.01 s in the largest system). The average elapsed
time for solving the SCOPF program including 5 contingencies
is of: 0.8s, 4.2s, 13.1s, and 42.5s for the Nordic32 system,
IEEE118 system, 618-bus system, and 1203-bus system. The
average elapsed time in the PFOM program to compute the
load flow solution for a scenario is of: 0.01s, 0.02s, 0.06s, and
0.15s for the Nordic32 system, IEEE118 system, 618-bus sys-
tem, and 1203-bus system. Note that these CPU times do not
consider parallel computations, SCOPF warm/hot start, and the
SCOPF code was not focused on optimizing computational
speed. Nevertheless, since the ancillary service of reactive
reserves assessment is performed off-line, the computational
speed not being hence a big concern, the obtained execution
times indicate that the proposed approach may be applied in
a reasonable amount of time in large systems.
E. Observations concerning the MONRPR SCOPF solution
Extensive simulations with the approach have led to the fol-
lowing observations concerning the SCOPF optimal solution:
• Withdrawing a small amount of the optimal needed
reserve of any generator leads, for at least one (binding)
scenario, to the lack of a power flow solution and/or
violated operating limits. In other words the loadability
margin with respect to any binding scenario is zero.
• For binding scenarios constrained by voltage stability for
at least one generator both constraints (7) and (8) are
binding (i.e. Qsgi = Q0gi + ROC⋆gi and V sgi = V impgi )
signifying that the system is at a breaking point [3].
No loadability limit of type saddle node bifurcation
have been encountered. This is however an expected
outcome given the problem objective, since the higher the
generators voltage the less the needed reserves, and hence
the voltage of some generators under reactive power limit














Fig. 6. Nordic32 system: voltage of generators that reached their reactive














Fig. 7. Nordic32 system: voltage of all generators in a non-binding scenario
(loss of line 4042-4043).
• The generator mode under voltage control (i.e. if Qsgi <
Q0gi + R
OC⋆
gi then V sgi tends to V
imp
gi ), which is not
modeled by the weak constraints (7) and (8), is always
satisfied for the binding scenarios at the SCOPF solution.
Fig. 6 provides the voltages at the SCOPF solution
for the generators that have reached their limit in a
binding scenario. Observe that for two generators (g8





gi , while for other limited generators
the terminal voltage has dropped with respect to V impgi .
• Obviously, the generator mode under voltage control is
not met for the non-binding scenarios, where since V sgi
does not have any impact on the objective value, it can
converge to any value between its limits (15) provided
that voltage bounds at all buses (14) are satisfied. Fig.
7 provides the voltage at the SCOPF solution for all
generators in a non-binding scenario. Observe that, al-





gi ) their voltages are lower than V impgi .
In order to confirm that the SCOPF optimum corresponds
indeed to a breaking point the dynamic simulation, described
in the next Section, is used. Fig. 8 shows the evolution of the
sensitivity dQgt/dQl of the total generated reactive power with
respect to the reactive power at a bus for two scenarios which
are voltage unstable for the SCOPF-based reserves. These
sensitivities change sign when the system passes through the
so-called critical point which initiates voltage instability [3].















at bus 4046, scenario: loss of line 4046-4047
at bus 4061, scenario: loss of line 4041-4061
Fig. 8. Evolution of dQgt/dQl sensitivity in two voltage unstable scenarios.
by a generator switching under reactive power limit (i.e. g7
at t = 215s in scenario 4046-4047 and g18 at t = 239s
in scenario 4041-4061) then the critical point is indeed a
breaking point. As a consequence, one can observe that the
largest (positive) value of the sensitivities is reasonably small
(especially for scenario 4041-4061) .
F. Additional reserves to ensure long-term voltage stability
The procedure proposed in Section III is illustrated for the
Nordic32 system.
1) Dynamic simulation assumptions: The long-term system
response to each scenario has been obtained by Quasi Steady-
State Simulation (QSSS) [3]. The long-term dynamics are
driven by load restoration mechanisms and Over-Excitation
Limiters (OELs), both acting with various delays. Voltage
instability is declared if the system passes through the critical
point or short-term equilibrium is lost [3].
Two load models are used in QSSS: exponential and restora-
tive. When an exponential load model is used in QSSS, all 22
loads (in SCOPF loads are modeled as constant power at the
transmission level) are represented behind their distribution
transformers, all equipped with Load Tap Changers (LTCs).
The exponential load model is described by the equations:















where z is the dimesionless load demand, αt = 1 and βt = 2.
The restorative load model is described by the equations:






















with αl = βl = 0 (forcing the load to restore to its base case
value), αt = 1, βt = 2, and time constant TP = TQ = 30s.
2) Results with exponential and restorative load models:
Figure 9 shows the evolution of the total system load for
the most severe scenario 4046-4047, using both load models.
Observe that, when reserves are provided by SCOPF, for the
restorative model the system is voltage unstable (the minimum
unrestored load is around 20 MW), while for the exponential
model the system is voltage stable. This is due to the deadband
effect of LTCs transformers, the final total load being 50 MW
lower than in the base case. The figure also pinpoints that, if
appropriate additional reserves are available, for the restorative


















restorative load model (with additional reserves)
restorative load model (SCOPF-based reserves)
exponential load model (SCOPF-based reserves)














add reserve of g14
add reserve of g17b
add reserve of g8
add reserve of g7
with SCOPF reserves
Fig. 10. Voltage evolution at bus 4046 for successive added reserves.
Note that, when using the exponential load model, the most
widely used for long-term voltage stability studies, all scenar-
ios are found voltage stable for the reactive reserves provided
by the SCOPF. This observation confirms the general belief
that SCOPF constant power load model is often conservative
with respect to long-term voltage stability driven by LTCs and
OELs dynamics. On the other hand with the restorative load
model 4 scenarios are unstable (see Table V).
In order to illustrate the proposed approach only the restora-
tive load model is considered hereafter.
3) Additional reactive reserves to ensure the voltage stabil-
ity of a scenario: Let us consider the loss of line 4046-4047.
Fig. 10 plots the voltage evolution at bus 4046, where the
voltage drops the most, for the reserves provided by SCOPF
and by allowing sequentially the whole physical reserve of
the most effective generator12. As more reserve is available
on proper generators the system collapses later and eventually
becomes voltage stable. In order to stabilize this scenario
appropriate additional reserves are required at least on the four
most effective generators.
Fig. 11 indicates that the overall additional reactive reserve
decreases nonlinearly as the number of effective generators
12The most effective generator has the largest value of the sensitivity of
the voltage which falls the most with respect to the generator reactive power
injection, computed at the critical point of the voltage unstable trajectory [26].
This sensitivity is non-zero only for generators operating on over-excitation































Fig. 11. Overall needed reactive power reserve vs. number of effective
generators for which the whole physical reserve is available.
TABLE V
INDIVIDUAL ADDITIONAL RESERVES (MVAR) FOR VOLTAGE UNSTABLE
SCENARIOS AND OVERALL SOLUTION OF THE PROPOSED APPROACH
gen scenario: loss of line overall
4046-4047 4043-4047 4041-4061 1021-1022 solution
g7 8.1 3.4 8.1
g8 7.3 5.8 7.3
g17b 16.7 8.3 16.7
g14 15.4 3.0 15.4
g6 6.5 3.4 6.5
g13 6.8 1.6 6.8





total 77.1 70.0 4.5 13.3 110.2
increases. The minimum reserve is obtained when the eight
generators, that enter on over-excitation mode whatever the
reserves of other generators, maintain adequate reserves.
As for the SCOPF, the minimum overall reserve for a
scenario coincides with the generators response to the scenario
assuming their whole physical reserves are available.
4) Additional reactive reserves to ensure the voltage sta-
bility of several scenarios: Table V provides the individual
additional reserves for each voltage unstable scenario and the
overall solution provided by the proposed procedure.
When applying the proposed procedure the reserve require-
ment of scenario 4046-4047 are first satisfied. However, at
the next step, only scenario 4043-4047 benefits of these larger
reserves, generator g15 requiring 44.5-14.3 = 30.2 MVar less.
This is due to, unless scenarios 4046-4047 and 4043-4047,
other scenarios impact far away areas and hence do not have
common generators that enter in over-excitation mode, needing
thereby additional reserves to ensure voltage stability.
Note that at the overall solution each generator intervenes
with its maximum required reserve over all individual scenar-
ios, unless for generator g15 where the overall solution gains
30.2 MVar with respect to the overlap of individual solutions.
This procedure provides optimal additional reserves to en-
sure voltage stability only if unstable scenarios need larger
reserves on different generators and/or on some common
generators provided that the reserves required by the worst
scenario among them satisfy also the other scenarios.
As regards the execution time QSSS proved its compatibility
11
with real-time requirements for reasonably large systems [3].
VI. CONCLUSIONS
This paper has proposed a novel approach to evaluate gener-
ators reactive power reserves with respect to a set of postulated
operating scenarios. The main features of this approach are:
• it combines sequentially SCOPF and dynamic simulation
providing reserves that satisfy both operating constraints
(limits on voltages and currents) and voltage stability, as
opposite to most existing methods which focus only on
voltage stability and adopt static models;
• the optimal values of reserves with respect to operating
constraints are computed using a transparent system-
wide performance criterion namely the minimum overall
needed reactive reserve, as opposite to most existing
methods whose output depends on the choice of the
weights assigned to individual reserves;
• the large size of the SCOPF is considerably reduced to
more tractable problems by using appropriate techniques
to filter-out non-binding scenarios;
• it uses simple constraints to model the switch between
generator operation modes which satisfy the standard
modeling by complementarity constraints but avoid the
reliability problems posed by the latter;
• as all existing methods, the optimality of the additional
reserves to ensure voltage stability cannot be guaranteed.
The proposed procedure provides optimal additional re-
serves only in particular cases.
The method can be used in operational planning to assess
the reactive power reserves of the forecasted operating points,
can be easily integrated within a reactive reserves market,
and can be straightforwardly extended to the reactive power
absorption mode.
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